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Fill in the blanks: ____, ____ & ____ are
friends.
A. I, you & he
B. You, I & he
C. You, he & I
D. He, I & you

Show Answer…
Correct Answer: C (You, he & I)

Explanation:
The correct arrangement to fill in the blanks is “You, he & I” as stated in option
C.
This signifies that “You, he, and I” are friends, indicating a friendly relationship
among the three individuals.

The correct answer to the multiple-choice question is option C: “You, he & I.”
This order follows the standard English grammar rule for the arrangement of
pronouns in a series.

The rule that applies here is known as the subject pronoun order. When listing
multiple pronouns as subjects in a sentence, the typical order is “you, he, and I.”
This order follows the standard English syntax and is considered grammatically
correct.

You can remember the second-person, third-person and first-person
pronouns as 2-3-1 [231]

Let’s break down the rule:

“You” is the second-person pronoun used when referring to the
person or people being spoken to.
“He” is the third-person pronoun used when referring to a male
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person or someone not directly involved in the conversation.
“I” is the first-person pronoun used when referring to oneself as the
speaker.

In English grammar, the pronouns are typically listed in the order of the second-
person pronoun (“you”), followed by the third-person pronoun (“he”), and finally
the first-person pronoun (“I”).

Applying this rule to the given sentence, we have “You, he & I” as the correct
answer choice. This order adheres to the established English grammar
conventions, making option C the appropriate response.
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